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ABSTRACT

This report presents the findings from personal interviews with a nationwide
sample of 1,928 Canadians 18 years of age and over.

The report also incorporates the key findings from the exploratory phase
report "Focus Groups Findings on Attitudes Toward the AECB and Its
Activities", CRC, October, 1988.

RESUME

Le present rapport fournit les re"sultats de sondage individuel aupres de
1 928 Canadiens de plus de 18 ans a travers le pays.

Le rapport comprend aussi les resultats clefs de la phase exploratoire du
rapport intitule "Focus Groups Findings on Attitudes Toward the AECB and Its
Activities" du Contemporary Research Centre, publie en octobre 1988.

DISCLAIMER

The Atomic Energy Control Board is not responsible for the accuracy of the
statements made or opinions expressed in this publication and neither the
Board nor the author assumes liability with respect to any damage or loss
incurred as a result of the use made of the information contained in this
publication.
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INTRODUCTION

This report presents the findings from personal interviews with a nation-
wide sample of 1928 Canadians 18 years of age and over.

Objectives

The primary objective of the research is to measure how the Atomic Energy
Control Board (AECB) stands with the Canadian public. The research examines
the existing level of awareness and knowledge about the AECB and the
image that people have about the Board.

Another issue addressed in the research is the level of confusion within the
public between the AECB and Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL).

The data in this report can also be used as a benchmark against which
improvements can be measured from the AECB's communications programs and
activities undertaken in the future.

Research Method

The research was carried out in two phases - - a qualitative phase and a
quantitative phase. The qualitative phase consisted of five focus groups
conducted in Vancouver, Calgary, Toronto, Montreal and Halifax between
September 29th and October 11th, 1988.

The results of this exploratory phase were presented to the AECB last
Fall, (see "Focus Group Findings on Attitudes Toward the AECB and Its
Activities" CRC, October 1988). That report provided valuable insight in
designing the questionnaire for the quantitative phase.

The quantitative phase was carried out via CRC's OMNIBUS research service.
In the month of November 1988, 1928 personal interviews with a
representative sample of the Canadian population eighteen years of age and
over were conducted across Canada in people's homes. All interviewing was
done by trained and experienced CRC interviewers.

Full details of the sampling method employed on OMNIBUS are explained in the
Technical Appendix at the back of this report.



About the Research

In order of presentation, this report contains:

Summary and Implications
Detailed Findings
Technical Appendix
Copy of the Questionnaire

In addition to this report, three sets of computer tabulations have been
supplied to the AECB showing results in total and by:

Sex
Region
Age
Language
Education
Household Income
Community Size
Occupation
Familiarity with the AECB and AECl
Favourabi1ity towards the AECB

Percentages read across where per cent signs are shown on the left hand
column of a table. Percentages read down where per cent signs appear at the
top of the columns. Where percentages add to more than 100, it is because
of multiple mentions.

For ease of presentation, the Atomic Energy Control Board is referred to in
the text as AECB and Atomic Energy of Canada as AECL.
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SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

Awareness of the AECB is low.

About one-third of Canadians claim to have heard the name.
Few claim to know much about it, are aware of what it does,
or suggest areas for improvement.

Awareness is higher in the upper socio-economic group - - a
typical result.

Confusion in the public's mind between the AECB and AECL is not a big
problem.

There are few Canadians who claim to know something about
each of the two organizations.

When confronted with the names of the two organizations,
only 8% of Canadians mistakenly state that AECL is
responsible for regulating the nuclear industry in Canada.

If the AECB wishes to distance itself further from AECL and
update its name, it might consider using the word "Nuclear"
instead of "Atomic".

Canadians presume that those responsible for regulating nuclear matters
in Canada are doing their job.

Very few (10%) say they are unfavourable toward the AECB
after being informed that it is the federal government
agency responsible for controlling the nuclear industry in
Canada.

Most (6 in 10) have either no opinion or are "half and half"
in their favourability rating.

Three in ten say they are very or mostly favourable toward
the AECB.



There is tremendous opportunity for improving the public's image of
the AECB.

In order to build a positive reputation, the AEC8 needs to
establish recognition of its name with the Canadian public.
The name becomes a hook upon which people can add new,
positive thoughts and impressions.

At present, Canadians have an indistinct image of the AECB,
Even after being told what the AEC8 does, the public isn't
terribly quick to assign qualities to the organization.

The most prominent feature of the organization, according to
the public, is that you never hear much about it.

Communicating about the AECB to the public may require a delicate touch.

People aren't clamouring to learn more about how nuclear
energy is regulated. One gets the impression from the focus
group results that you would hear about the AECB if there
was a leak or an accident. Not hearing about the AECB,
therefore, isn't all bad.

There is also an undertone that nuclear power is threatening
and, perhaps, slightly beyond our ability to understand and
control.

There is more interest in this topic among men than among
women.



Canadians assign high importance to a number of the AECB's tasks.
At the top are:

Safe storage of nuclear waste

Enforcing requirements on industry

Regulations for handling and shipping

Protecting the public from contamination

Safety inspections at nuclear sites

If the AEC8 were to communicate with the public, these
topics appear to have broader appeal than other ones.
Answering inquiries, and allowing the public to have a say
are low on the importance list. Few Canadians, presumably,
can relate to asking a question, asking for information or
saying something intelligent about health or safety
standards in so complex and technical an area as nuclear
energy.



DETAILED FINDINGS

I

AWARENESS OF THE

ATOMIC ENERGY CONTROL BOARD (AECB)

AND

ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED (AECL)
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A MAJORITY OF CANADIANS HAVE HEARD OF NETTHER THE AECB NOR AECL.

At the outset of the interview, Canadians were shown a card with the names
of two organizations on it and were asked whether they had ever heard of
each of them before or not. The two names shown on the card were:

Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB)

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL)

As shown in the table below, slightly more Canadians claim to have heard of
the name Atonic Energy of Canada Limited than have heard of the name Atomic
Energy Control Board.

"Here is a card showing the names of two organizations. For
the first name, could you please tell me whether you have
hoard of them before or not?"

AECL AECB

Yes
No,
Not

, I have
I have
sure

heard
not

of it 40%
54
6

35%
58
7

The table on the facing page shows the proportion who have heard of each of
the two organizations by various subgroups of the Canadian population. In
general, name awareness is highest for both organizations among the highest
income, occupation and education groups. This is not unusual since these
people take in more information on a variety of topics than those at the
lower end of the socio-economic scale.

Name awareness of the AECB is higher in Ontario and Western Canada than it
is among Canadians in Eastern Canada.

The name AECL is more widely recognized in Ontario and the Prairies than it
is in other parts of Canada.

There are two other results shown opposite that exhibit the same pattern for
each organization. Name recognition is highest in the 45 to 64 year old
group and is considerably higher among males than among females. Perhaps
organizations involved with atomic energy are of more interest to men than
to women and to those in the 45 to 64 years age group. English Canadians
have slightly higher name recognition than French Canadians do for each of
these two organizations.

There is considerable cross-over recognition. Of those who say they have
heard of the AECB, 70% also say they have heard of AECL. Of those who have
heard of AECL, 62% say they have also heard of the AECB.



"Here is a card showing the names of two organizations. Could you please
tell me whether you have ever heard of them before or not?"

Per Cent Who Have
Heard of the

AECB AECL

Canadian Public

Atlantic
Quebec
Ontario
Prairies
British Columbia

New Brunswick
Saskatchewan

Male
Female

18 - 24 years of age
25 - 34 years
35 - 44 years
45 - 54 years
55 - 64 years
65 years and over

English
French

Under $15,000
$15,000 - $24,999
$25,000 - $39,999
S40.000 - $59,999
$60,000 and over

Less than high school
Completed high school
Some college or university
Graduated college/
university or higher

Rural - under 1,000 community
1,000 - 99,999
100,000 - 999,999
1 million and over

Professional & managerial
Sales/clerical
Service workers
Skilled and unskilled labour
Housewives
Students
Retired/unemployed

35 40

27
29
38
38
38

27
39

43
27

15
27
39
44
49
38

37
30

27
37
36
34
42

31
31
37

48

31
33
36
37

46
31
34
35
27
25
37

33
34
45
47
33

34
39

49
30

20
32
42
49
54
45

42
33

30
41
38
43
52

33
37
43

54

34
36
46
39

51
41
37
40
27
25
43
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100%

3%
16
47
34

100%

3%
21
45
31

CANADIANS DON'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT THE AECB OR, FOR THAT MATTER, AECL EITHER.

Those who had heard of each organization (764 people for AECL and 672 people
for the AECB) were asked to indicate how well they feel they know each of
them. As shown in the table below, the vast majority of those who have heard
the names don't know very much or know practically nothing about the AECB
and AECL.

"Would you say you know a great deal, a fair amount, not
\iery much or practically nothing at all about . . .?"

AECB AECL

Those aware of the organization

Know a great deal
Know a fair amount
Don't know very much
Know practically nothing

When results are percentaged on total Canadians, not just those who have
heard of each of the organizations, it can be noted that 9.6% of Canadians
18 years of age and over say they know a great deal or a fair amount about
AECL and 6.5% of Canadians say they know a great deal or a fair amount about
the AECB.

The table opposite shows the proportion within each subgroup who say they
have heard of the AECB and AECL and who claim to know a great deal or a fair
amount about the organization. Since the question about how much is known
was asked only of those who claim to have heard of the organization, the
number of interviews on which the percentages are based is small. For
example, only thirty-seven Canadians 18 to 24 years of age claim to have
heard of the AECB, therefore the 19% figure shown in the table is based on
only 37 respondents.

One might expect that those at the highest end of the socio-economic scale
who have heard of the organization might be more likely to say they know
something about it than those who have heard of the organization but are at
the lower end of the socio-economic scale. In general, this appears to
occur in the figures presented in the facing table.



Profile of Those Who Are
Familiar with the AECB and AECL

Per Cent Who Say They Know A
Great Deal or Fair Amount About

Among those aware of the organization

Atlantic*
Quebec
Ontario
Prairies
British Columbia

Male
Female

1 8 - 2 4 years of age*
25 - 34 years
35 - 44 years
45 - 54 years
55 - 64 years
65 years and over

English
French

Under 515,000
515,000 - $24,999
525,000 - $39,999
540,000 - $59,999
560,000 and over

Less than high school
Completed high school
Some college or university
Graduated college/
university or higher

Rural - under 1,000 community
1,000 - 99,999
100,000 - 999,999
1 mil lion and over

Professional Si managerial
Sales/clerical
Service workers*
Skilled and unskilled labour

AECB

li
20
17
26
10
11

22
14

19
19
18
18
22
16

19
16

15
18
17
15
29

14
13
24

27

15
15
20
22

24
23
19
14

AECL

24

30
19
29
23
15

30
15

30
20
28
27
31
17

26
16

11
24
20
32
37

16
19
34

35

19
20
28
25

36
27
36
21

* Read with caution because number of interviews on which results are based
is less than 75 people.

Note: Some subgroups are not shown due to very small base numbers.
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100%

62%
13
4
2

19

100%

48%
26
2
9
15

THE AECB IS PERCEIVED AS A FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY.

Those aware of the AECB and AECL were asked to indicate the nature of the
organization from a short list. Among those aware of the AECB, 62%
correctly chose "a federal government agency" to describe the AECB.

"Do you think that (AECB/AECL) is a private company, a
federal government agency, a crown corporation or a
consumer action group?"

AECB AECL

Those aware of the organization

A federal government agency
A crown corporation
A consumer action group
A private company
Don't know/not sure

As shown above, the most frequently used designation by Canadians who have
heard of AECL is that it, also, is a federal government agency (48%). Only
about one-quarter (26%) correctly describe it as a crown corporation. It
may be that many people are unaware of what a crown corporation is and the
broader designation "federal government agency" struck people as a more
appropriate answer for AECL. Only a handful (9%) said AECL was a private
company.

The words "control" and "board" probably help direct people to the AECB as
the government regulator. The word "limited" suggests a corporation to
people.

When these results are percentaged on the total Canadian population, 21.4%
of Canadians describe the AECB as a federal government agency and 10.4%
describe AECL as a crown corporation.

The facing table shows the proportion of those who have heard of the AECB
and who identify it as a federal government agency. As shown in the left
hand column, Canadians in the highest income and occupation categories are
more likely than others to correctly identify the status of the AECB (73% in
each case). Generally speaking, the level of recognition that the AECB is a
federal government agency is reasonably uniform across all subgroups when
one considers the small number of interviews on which each of these
percentages is based.

Correct identification of AECL as a crown corporation is also highest among
those in the $60,000 and over income group, professional/managerial
occupation and university graduates. There is greater acknowledgement of
the crown corporation status for the company in Ontario and Western Canada,
among men, and among English speaking Canadians. The geographic differences
may be due to the lack of AECL operations in Eastern Canada.



Profile of Those Who Correctly
Identify the Nature of Each Organization

Canadian Public

Atlantic*
Quebec
Ontario
Prairies
British Columbia

Male
Female

Per Cent Who Say
That the AECB is a

Federal Government Agency

62

64
64
62
65
50

66
54

18 - 24 years of age* 70
25 - 34 years 57
35 - 44 years 69
45 - 54 years 65
55 - 64 years 58
65 years and over 57

English 61
French 64

Under $15,000 55
$15,000 - $24,999 67
$25,000 - $39,999 55
$40,000 - $59,999 65
$60,000 and over 73

Less than high school 58
Completed high school 59
Some college or university 67
Graduated college/
university or higher 66

Rural - under 1,000 community 61
1,000 - 99,999 54
100,000 - 999,999 66
1 mil 1 ion and over 63

Professional & managerial 73
Sales/clerical 67
Service workers* 60
Skilled and unskilled labour 60

Per Cent Who Say
That AECL is a

Crown Corporation

26

13
16
30
33
29

31
19

19
26
27
24
29
28

29
15

21
29
23
28
44

21
25
26

35

20
24
31
26

39
29
28
20

* Read with caution because number of interviews on which results are based
is less than 75 people.

Note: Some subgroups ire not shown due to very small base numbers.
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LESS THAN 102 OF CANADIANS THINK AECL REGULATES THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY.

For the question described on this page and earlier questions in this
chapter, the respondent was holding a printed card in his/her hand showing
the names of the two organizations. This technique aided the respondent to
the extent that two distinct organizations were presented and respondents
were asked questions about each of them.

Even if the respondent was unaware of either or both names, their opinion
was sought as to which of the two organizations regulates the nuclear
industry in Canada. About one-half said they didn't know and the remainder
chose the AECB rather than AECL by a margin of about five to one.

"One of these organizations is responsible for manufacturing
and selling nuclear energy products and the other is
responsible for regulating the nuclear industry in Canada.
I don't want you to guess. If you don't know which is
which, just tell me.

Which one of these organizations regulates the nuclear
industry in Canada?"

Canadian Public

AECB 42%
AECL 8
Don't know 50

The table opposite shows the profile of those who identified each of the two
organizations as regulating the nuclear industry in Canada.

Canadians in the highest income, education and occupation groupings are most
likely to correctly identify the AECB with nuclear industry regulation (over
60%).

There is no group where more than one in eight say AECL regulates the
nuclear industry in Canada.

There is some element of confusion between the AECB and AECL with a small
segment of the Canadian public. A large majority have never heard of either
of the two organizations and, even if they have, know little or nothing
about them. The task for the AECB is not so much one of distinguishing
itself from AECL, but becoming more widely known to a broader segment of the
public.

In the focus groups, some people expressed the opinion that "nuclear" is a
more contemporary word than "atomic". If the AECB is contemplating a name
update, this miqht be a consideration that could, incidentally, distance it
from AECL as well.



Profile of Those Who Say the AECB or AECL
Regulates the Nuclear Industry in Canada

Per Cent Who Choose

Canadian Public

Atlantic
Quebec
Ontario
Prairies
British Columbia

New Brunswick
Saskatchewan

Male
Female

18 - 24 years of age
25 - 34 years
35 - 44 years
45 - 54 years
55 - 64 years
65 years and over

English
French

Under 515,000
$15,000 - $24,999
$25,000 - $39,999
$40,000 - $59,999
$60,000 and over

Less than high school
Completed high school
Some college or university
Graduated college/
university or higher

Rural - under 1,000 community
1,000 - 99,999
100,000 - 999,999
1 million and over

Professional & managerial
Sales/clerical
Service workers
Skilled and unskilled labour
Housewives
Students
Reti red/unemp1oyed

AECB

42

33
37
47
47
37

30
45

48
36

38
50
46
45
40
27

45
34

24
40
44
49
63

26
43
56

63

37
37
47
44

63
49
43
44
29
42
33

AECL

8

9
7
9
6
5

6
7

9
6

8
7
8
10
6
7

CO

7

6
8
6
10
10

7
8
8

7

8
6
8
8

6
9
8
9
6
12
6
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II

IMAGE OF THE AECB
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THE MORE FAMILIAR CANADIANS ARE WITH THE AECB, THE MORE INCLINED THEY ARE TO
THINK FAVOURABLY OF IT.

During the focus groups, we learned that Canadians assumed somebody was
supervising the nuclear industry even though few were able to recite the
name of the agency responsible. Respondents in the quantitative study were
told partway through the interview that the AECB is the agency responsible
for controlling the nuclear industry in Canada. All respondents were then
asked to indicate how favourable or unfavourable their opinion is about the
AECB and the work it does.

As shown on the left hand column of the table opposite many more Canadians
say they are favourable (30%) than say they are unfavourable (10%) toward
the AECB. Many Canadians say they have no opinion - - presumably because
they don't know enough about the AECB to answer even such a general question
as favourability. Others put themselves in the "half and half" category.

As shown in the right hand column of the table opposite, those aware of the
name the AECB are more likely than others to have an opinion on the
favourability question. Among those who claim to have heard of the AECB
before, more than three times as many say they are favourable (41%) as say
they are unfavourable (12%) toward the AECB.

Those who are most familiar with the organization have the highest opinion
on it. This is the axiom that applies to many, but not all, organizations.
As shown in the table below, nearly one-half of those who are familiar with
the AECB say they are favourable towards it. At the other end of the scale,
only one-quarter of those who have never heard of the AECB but were informed
as to what it does during the course of the interview said they were
favourable towards it.

Per Cent Who Say They Are
Very or Mostly Favourable

Toward the AECB

Degree of Familiarity:

Know a great deal
or fair amount 48

Don't know very much 42
Know practically nothing 32
Never heard of the AECB before 24
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"The Atomic Energy Control Board is the federal government agency
responsible for controlling the nuclear industry in Canada. Even though
you may not know much about it, I'd like to get your impressions about this
regulatory agency. Which of the statements on this card best describes
your overall opinion about the Atomic Energy Control Board and its control
work?"

Canadian Aware of
Public the AEC3

Very favourable 10% 13%

Mostly favourable

Half and half

Mostly unfavourable

unfavourable

20

23

5

5

28

29

7

5

No opinion 37 19
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FAVOURABILITY IS HIGHER AMONG THE UPPER SOCIO-ECONOMIC GROUP.

The table opposite shows the proportion who rated the AECB favourably or who
rated it unfavourably among various subgroups of the Canadian population.

Canadians in the highest income, occupation and education groups ire more
likely to say they are favourable than Canadians further down the socio-
economic ladder are. Younger Canadians, those at the bottom end of the
ladder and women are less likely to express an opinion on the question.

Favourable ratings are highest in Quebec and Saskatchewan. In other studies
for other government agencies, we have sometimes noted a predilection for
Quebecers to endorse federal government agencies. In the AECB's case, this
seems to occur once the interviewer tells the Quebec respondent what the
organization is. As noted earlier in this report, people in Quebec were
less likely than average Canadians to have heard of or to be familiar with
the AECB.

On the other side of the coin, the unfavourable rating is much higher in New
Brunswick (23%) than anywhere else in Canada. That is the only place where
as many say they are unfavourable as say they are favourable toward the
AECB. In New Brunswick there is one reactor, Point Lepreau Generating
Station, operated by the New Brunswick Electric Power Commission.
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Profile of Those Who Have
Favourable and Unfavourable

Opinions of the AECB

Per Cent Who Say They Are

Canadian Public

Atlantic
Quebec
Ontario
Prairies
British Columbia

New Brunswick
Saskatchewan

Male
Female

1 8 - 2 4 years of age
25 - 34 years
35 - 44 years
45 - 54 years
55 - 64 years
65 years and over

English
French

Under $15,000
515,000 - $24,999
$25,000 - $39,999
S40.000 - 559,999
$60,000 and over

Less than high school
Completed high school
Some college or university
Graduated college/
university or higher

Rural - under 1,000 community
1,000 - 99,999
100,000 - 999,999
1 million and over

Professional & managerial
Sales/clerical
Service workers
Skilled and unskilled labour
Housewives
Students
Retired/unemployed

Very/Mostly
Favourable

30

21
38
29
27
23

19
35

36
25

27
32
31
31
37
22

27
33

21
30
31
38
42

22
30
39

39

25
25
31
35

38
33
30
31
26
34
24

Mostly/Very
Unfavourable

10

6
11
11
9
8

23
12

11
9

11
8
11
10
9
12

10
11

3
8
12
3
8

11
9
9

10

10
9
8
11

9
9
8
11
7
8
12



THE AECB HAS AN INDISTINCT IMAGE WITH THE CANADIAN PUBLIC.

The heart of the image measurement is a series of statements, both positive
and negative, which are shown to respondents. After being informed as to
what the AECB does, Canadians chose those statements which best fit their
impression of the organization. With the low level of familiarity between
the AECB and the average Canadian as described in Chapter I, it is not
surprising that the rate of selection of positive items to describe the AECB
is on the low side. In other image studies it is not unusual for some items
in the image list to be chosen by half of the public or more to describe a
corporation or government agency.

The table opposite shows the percentage who chose each of the positive
statements from the list to describe the AECB. Even when the analysis is
confined solely to those who claim to be aware of the AECB none of the
positively phrased reputation elements is selected by as many as four in
ten.

At the top of the list are these two aspects of reputation:

Employs highly skilled scientists and engineers

Helps to reduce the risk of a nuclear accident

More than one-quarter of Canadians choose each of these two statements to
describe the AECB.

At the next level, statements chosen by about one Canadian in five to
describe the organization:

Acts in the best interest of all Canadians

Sets high standards for public safety

Takes its responsibility for regulating the
nuclear industry seriously

Performs an important and worthwhile task

Has the expertise to deal with a very complex technology

At the bottom end of the table, there is very little recognition among the
public of the AECB's communications, and international standing. When
people know very little about an organization it is very hard for them to
step up and say specific things such as it's well managed or credible or
provides reliable information. Telling people that the AECB is responsibile
for controlling the nuclear industry can prompt some people to say it helps
reduce the risk of accidents or means that highly skilled scientists are
employed. It may be, however, that the federal government agency
designation does little to convey that the organization has communication
and people orientations.

The list developed for the survey consisted of twenty-two items. The
negatively worded items are described on the following page. In preparing
this list consideration was given by the researchers as to what elements
might be salient in people's minds. This list-building activity was aided
by the five focus group sessions that were conducted across Canada with
members of the general public in October 1988. In the focus groups, a list
of 58 items was used and factor analysis was employed to reduce the image
list to a smaller number of discrete elements for the quantitative survey.
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"Here is a list of things both favourable and unfavourable that might be
said about the federal nuclear regulatory agency known as the Atomic Energy
Control Board. Now read through the list and every time you come to a
statement that fits your ideas or impressions of the Atomic Energy Control
Board, just tell me the number beside it.';

POSITIVE STATEMENTS

Employs highly skilled
scientists and engineers

Helps to reduce the risk of
a nuclear accident

Acts in the best interest of
all Canadians

Sets high standards for public
safety

Takes its responsibility for
regulating the nuclear industry
seriously

Performs an important and
worthwhile task

Has the expertise to deal with a
very complex technology

Has a good reputation nationally
and internationally

Makes a lot of effort to protect
the environment

Understands people's concerns

Provides reliable information

Is receptive to the public's
comments and suggestions

Well managed

You can believe what it says

Canadian
Public

30%

28

Aware
of AECB

39%

37

24

22

30

29

21

18

18

13

13

12

10

27

26

25

20

18

15

12

12
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THE AECB'S LOW PROFILE IS THE MOST PROMINENT FEATURE OF THE ORGANIZATION.

The most frequently chosen of the twenty-two items on the image list is "you
never hear much about it". This is chosen by half of the Canadian public
and by nearly one-half of those who are aware of the Atomic Energy Control
Board.

Two other negative elements are mentioned frequently enough to be of concern
to the AECB. Despite the organization's low profile, more than one in five
choose these two items to describe the AECB.

Hides the facts about nuclear dangers

Not tough enough about regulating the nuclear industry

This type of result should help the organization in its communications.
Canadians are concerned that the AECB is hiding things and is too soft in
regulating the industry. We don't know what causes Canadians to reach this
conclusion although it isn't terribly difficult to speculate as to how this
public opinion could be arrived at. The task for the AECB is to promulgate
more information about itself that corrects the impression that the agency
is hiding things or fails to enforce its regulations.

Public opinion is not widespread that the AECB is not independent, just a
front organization, is in bed with the industry, is too generous in granting
licenses, or fails to keep up with industry developments.

People who are aware of the AECB were no more likely to choose each of the
seven negative statements than other Canadians were. Sometimes people who
are familiar with an organization are more likely to see the warts, but this
doesn't appear to be the case with the AECB.

The following page examines results on the image list by region. In
general, there are more differences by geographic region than by other
characteristics of the Canadian population.



NEGATIVE STATEMENTS

Never hear much about it

Hides the facts about nuclear dangers

Not tough enough in regulating the
nuclear industry

Makes it too easy to get a licence

Not independent enough

In bed with the industry it is
supposed to regulate

Just a "front" organization
without real power

Fails to keep up to date with
developments in the indust-y

Canadian
Public

50%

25

21

9

8

8

8

Aware
of the AECB

46%

27

26

10

10

10

8
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CANADIANS IN NEW BRUNSWICK CHOOSE MORE CHARACTERISTICS TO DESCRIBE THE AECB
THAN OTHER CANADIANS DO.

The average number of items chosen (either positive or negative) from the
image list is higher among the small sample of people interviewed in New
Brunswick than it is in other parts of Canada.

Average Number of Items Chosen

Atlantic
New Brunwick

Quebec
Ontario
Prairies

Saskatchewan
British Columbia

2.8
4.7
3.0
3.3
3.5
3.7
2.8

Note: Based on 21 items excluding "Never hear much about
it".

It was noted in Chapter I that Canadians in New Brunswick are no more aware
or familiar with the AECB than other Canadians ar£. Early in this Chapter,
however, it was pointed out that the balance of favourable versus unfavour-
able sentiment toward the AECB was less satisfactory in New Brunswick than
elsewhere.

In the information shown opposite one would hope to find out why people in
New Brunswick are less favourable. 8ased on 106 people interviewed in that
province, it appears that they are more likely to choose both positive and
negative statements to describe the organization. To explain why more
people there are unfavourable, we should perhaps focus on the high numbers
in New Brunswick who choose these four negative items to describe the AECB:

Hides the facts about nuclear dangers

Not tough enough in regulating the nuclear industry

Makes it too easy to get a licence

Fails to keep up to date with developments in the industry

The rate of selection is higher in New Brunswick than in other parts of
Canada on these four elements.

In Saskatchewan, where much of Canada's uranium mining is carried out,
answers are not very much different than they are in the Prairies as a
whole. People in Ontario have a number of positive impressions about the
AECB. They are not quite as likely as those in some other parts of Canada to
say that one never hears much about the AECB. The rate of selection of
statements is on the low side in British Columbia, Quebec and in Atlantic
Canada (except in New Brunswick). In Quebec, more people select the
negative item about hiding facts than any of the positively phrased items to
describe the AECB.

In all sections of Canada there is plenty of room for improvement in
establishing positive connotations in the public's mind for the AECB or (if
they don't know the name) the agency which regulates the nuclear industry in
Canada.



Per Cent Who Select Image Items
to Describe the AECB by Region

Positives

Employs highly skilled
scientists and engineers

Helps to reduce the risk of
a nuclear accident

Acts in the best interest of
all Canadians

Sets high standards for public
safety

Takes its responsibility for
regulating the nuclear industry
seriously

Performs an important and
worthwhile task

Has the expertise to deal with a
very complex technology

Has a good reputation nationally
and internationally

Makes a lot of effort to protect
the environment

Understands people's concerns

Provides reliable information

Is receptive ot the public's
comments and suggestions

Well managed

You can believe what it says

Negatives

Never hear much about it

Hides the facts about nuclear dangers

Not tough enough in regulating the
nuclear industry

Makes it too easy to get a licence

Not independent enough

In bed with the industry it is
supposed to regulate

Just a "front" organization
without real power

Fails to keep up to date with
developments in the industry

Atlantic Prairies
Total N.B. Que. Ont. Total Sask. B.C.

27

25

29

20

16

16

10

7

9

13

11

12

6

4

35

22

25

11

4

2

3

10

46

35

45

39

34

20

19

9

16

28

18

19

15

3

51
34

28

20

6

5

6

16

21

23

21

18

15

13

15

12

10

12

9

9

5

7

57

30

23

15

10

11

11

9

34

31

25

25

22

20

21

14

15

13

11

8
7

4

45

24

20

6

9

7

7

9

35

34

26

27

27

24

20

16

16

13

12

9

6

5

51

22

22

5

7

8

6

5

32

33

33

21

28

26

15

13

19

14

15

9
7

10

51

28

26

8

7

13

9

7

28

22

17

19

24

15

18

13

9

7

9

6

3

3

61

23

22
-j

8

g

9

7
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Ill

PERCEPTIONS OF THE AECB'S ROLE
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SAFE STORAGE IS AT THE TOP OF THE PUBLIC'S LIST OF PRIORITIES.

The researchers assembled a list and asked Canadians which would be the most
important tasks of a regulatory body such as the AECB.

More people chose ensuring the safe storage of nuclear waste than any of the
other fifteen tasks described opposite.

Four other tasks were chosen by about four in ten as being important jobs
for the agency:

Enforcing health, safety, and security requirements that it
imposes on the nuclear industry in order to protect the
public

Setting regulations for handling and shipping of nuclear
materials

Protecting the public from the possible hazards of nuclear
contamination

Performing safety inspections at nuclear work sites

At the bottom of the list is "answering enquiries and providing
information". People evidently assign much more importance to having the
agency protect their health and safety than to answering their questions.
Other jobs that are cited as important by fewer than ore in six are:

Allowing the public to have a say in setting health and
safety standards

Examining applications and issuing licences for those
involved in the nuclear industry

Having experts on hand to investigate nuclear incidents

The public doesn't have much trouble in labelling a variety of the AECB's
tasks as important ones. The public sees a need for an agency to promote
public safety with regard to nuclear waste, handling, and production.
Canadians who are unaware that there is such an agency would be pleased to
learn that the AECB is successfully carrying out these tasks.
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"Here is a list of things that a federal agency responsible for regulation
of nuclear materials might be engaged in. Would you please look through
the list and tell me which four or five you think would be the most
important jobs of an agency like this one."

Canadian Public

Ensuring the safe storage of nuclear waste 55%

Enforcing health, safety, and security
requirements that it imposes on the
nuclear industry in order to protect the public 46

Setting regulations for handling and
shipping of nuclear materials 41

Protecting the public from the possible
hazards of nuclear contamination 41

Performing safety inspections at
nuclear work sites 39

Setting regulations and standards for the
safe operation of the nuclear industry 31

Safeguarding the health of workers
in the nuclear industry 30

Setting training and performance
standards for workers in the nuclear
industry to minimize human error 27

Ensuring that radioactive materials exported
by Canada are i-sed only for peaceful purposes 23

Informing tne public about nuclear
safety and protection issues 21

Consulting the public before licensing large
nuclear facilities such as nuclear power plants 19

Controlling the import of radioactive materials 19

Having experts on hand to investigate
nuclear incidents 16

Examining applications and issuing licences
for those involved in the nuclear industry 15

Allowing the public to have a say in setting
health and safety standards 13

Answering enquiries and providing
information material 7
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CANADIANS IN VARIOUS SUBGROUPS ASSIGN PRIORITIES TO THE AECB'S TASKS IN
SIMILAR FASHION.

The five jobs that were chosen most widely by Canadians as important ones
for the THE AECB are shown in the table opposite. Under each one is the
percentage of Canadians in each subgroup who describe that job as one of the
four or five most important things for the AECB to do.

In just about all subgroups, ensuring the safe storage of nuclear waste is
chosen more often than any of the other tasks as being more important. The
other four tasks shown opposite are described as important by substantial
minorities within eac> subgroup.

There are few differences by sex, age, language, income, etc. in the
proportions who describe each of the five tasks as important. By and large
what is important to one group is important to the others.

In New Brunswick, nearly as many say performing safety inspections at
nuclear sites and enforcing requirements are "important" as say this for the
topmost job - - safe stordge of nuclear waste. There is a substantially
higher proportion in New Brunswick who describe safety inspections as
important than is the case in other parts of Canada.

In Saskatchewan there is a higher proportion who say regulations for
handling and shipping are "most important". This is probably due to
heightened awareness that uranium is mined in Saskatchewan. This places
handling and shipping more in the forefront of public thinking in that
province.



FIVE MOST IMPORTANT JOBS OF THE AECB
27,

1. Ensuring the safe storage
of nuclear waste.

2. Enforcing health, safety, and
security requirements that it
imposes on the nuclear industry
in order to protect the public.

3. Setting regulations for handling
and shipping of nuclear materials.

4. Protecting the public from possible
hazards of nuclear contamination.

5. Performing safety inspections at
nuclear work sites.

Canadian Public

Atlantic
Quebec
Ontario
Prairies
British Columbia

New Brunswick
Saskatchewan

Male
Female

1 8 - 2 4 years of age
25 - 34 years
35 - 44 years
45 - 54 years
55 - 64 years
65 years and over

English
French

Under 515,300
$15,000 - 324,999
525,000 - 539,999
S40,Gu0 - 559,999
$60,000 and over

Less than high school
Completed high school
Some college or university
Graduated college/
university or higher

Rural - under 1,000 community
1,000 - 99,999
100,000 - 999,999
1 million and over

Professional & managerial
Sales/clerical
Service workers

Skilled and unskilled labour

Housewives

Students

Retired/unemployed

1

55%

43%
53%
56%
58%
60%

63%
64%

55%
55%

54%
55%
58%
58%
54%
48%

55%
53%

48%
55%
56%
58%
63%

51%
55%
63%

56%

47%
55%
57%
57%

51%
62%
55%
59%
54%
60%
51%

2

46

37
45
49
43
47

57
41

45
46

50
50
50
44
40
39

46
45

43
43
48
48
56

44
46
49

46

42
45
46
48

52
49
48
45
46
46
42

3

41

34
34
43
47
45

43
50

44
38

40
45
43
38
41
34

43
33

36
39
40
47
53

35
40
47

49

36
36
47
40

48
42
39
46
40
44

35

4

41

39
40
42
39
42

41
41

40
41

48
43
38
42
43
32

41
40

33
40
47
43
44

38
43
40

44

42
42
40
40

3̂
45
43
42
42
38
36

5

39

39
37
38
39
43

57
39

41
37

42
41
36
34
40
36

39
38

35
37
40
37
43

37
39
41

39

33
40
41
39

40
43
38
42
34

38
37
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FEW PEOPLE POINT TO TASKS THAT THE AECB SHOULD BE DOING BETTER
THAN THEY ARE.

As shown in the table opposite, the vast majority of Canadians (62%), even
after being exposed to a long list of tasks, were unable to cite anything
that the agency should be doing a better job on. By providing a list in the
previous question, researchers gave Canadians some good handles to use for
pinpointing certain jobs the AECB is not handling properly. Despite this
assistance, less than 10% of the public singled out any particular job where
the AECB's performance is inadequate.

At the top of the list are ensuring safety and protection of the public (6%)
and safe storage of nuclear waste (5%). Safer disposal of radioactive
materials was mentioned by 4%.

A few people specifically suggested that the AECB should provide more
information and keep the public informed. Other ideas mentioned by as many
as 1% of the Canadian public are shown in the table opposite.

In New Brunswick, 19% of the public felt that the AECB should be doing a
better job of ensuring the safety and protection of the workers/community/
the public. For some reason, there are quite a few in New Brunswick (moreso
than in other places) who feel that the AECB should be doing a better job of
addressing this important issue.

Criticism of the job the AECB is doing is at a low level. There is interest
in learning more about what the federal government is doing for the safety
of its citizens. The AECB has an opportunity to heighten its profile and to
inform Canadians about the many useful things it does to promote safe
practices in the nuclear industry.

There was some concern in the group discussions that corporate interests
could (and perhaps have) pushed ahead too recklessly, a strong hand is
needed to ensure that risks are not taken needlessly. Enforcement of
regulations and compliance by those in the industry is an important job. It
must be well done by competent, incorruptible people.
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"Are there any aspects of controlling the nuclear industry in Canada on
which you feel the Atomic Energy Control Board should be doing a better job
that what they are doing now? Anything else?"

Canadian
Public

Ensure the safety of the community/workers/
and protection of the public 6%

Ensure the safe storage of nuclear waste 5

Ensure safer disposal of radioactive materials 4

Provide more information/keep the public
more informed (non-specific) 4

Provide more information about the AECB and
their activities 3

Provide more information on the safety and dangers
of nuclear materials/talk about the dangers of
nuclear energy 3

Enforce regulations rnore/nuclear energy should
be tightly controlled 3

Abolish nuclear energy in Canada/get rid of all
nuclear materials 3

Need to find safer methods of transportation
of nuclear waste/handling and shipping of
nuclear waste 2

Ensure that the export of nuclear power is used
for peaceful purposes, not bombs 2

Find locations for nuclear plants and nuclear
wastes where it is not hazardous to the public 2

More control of on-site safety inspections/
adequately inspect nuclear plants 2

Inform the public about where the nuclear
waste is stored 1

Have more consultation with the public/

listen to what Canadians think 1

Others 1

Can't think of anything more they should be doing 62
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX
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OMNIBUS Sample Design

The CRC OMNIBUS sample is a proportionate national stratified household
probability design.

The sample frame was constructed by merging 1981 and 1986 Census of Canada
Enumeration Areatapes. The data codes and variables included in the frame
are as follows:

Province (Name & Number)
Electoral District (Name & Number)
Census Division (Name & Number)
Census Metropolitan Area/Census Agglomeration and Size Code
Census Sub-division and Size Code
Tract
Enumeration Area

Dwellings and Type of Dwelling
Population
Sex
Age (by 5-year groups)

Language
Income
Education
Longitude
Latitude
NTS Map Number

The frame for this sample design includes all Canadian households with the
following exceptions:

Yukon, Northwest Territories, Labrador and the remote
nothern-most part of the provinces.

Stratification

The frame was sorted into strata according to the following order:

Province (East to West)
CMA's and CA's
Tract's
EA's
Census Sub-divisions
Unofficial Tract

Stratification is performed to ensure dispersion of the EA's geographically.
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Selection of Enumeration Area

The Enumeration Area, is the primary sampling unit. It is s e a t e d by
systematic random sampling from the cumulative values of tne EA nousehold
counts.

The computer program selects a systematic random sample from the EA
computer/disk file and orints the selections. The program produces the
calculation of the probability of selection of the enumeration area and the
probability of selection of the household.

In total, about 220 enumeration areas were selected using this process. This
represents clusters of about ten interviews per each primary sampling unit.

Selection of Start Points

For each enumeration area selected, a map of the area was obtained c".~
Statistics Canada which showed in detail the geographic features neeaea to
accurately define the interviewing location. On each enumeration Tiap 3ne
starting point was randomly chosen. The starting points were define': as
street intersections wherever possible and clearly marked on the Tiaos to
eliminate any possible confusion.

Interviewing Path

On each enumeration map a path was drawn from the start point whicn systema-
tically traversed all the streets in the enumeration area, kestmg
backtracking to a minimum.

Selection of Households

Interviewers work with census tracts showing the streets within the selected
area. Households are selected at each interviewing location by the inter-
viewer using the following systematic procedures.

In Urban Areas

The interviewer lists househo1ds at intervals of three househo'js
away from the starting point and travelling in the direction
specified.

She lists every third household as she follows the path until 20
households are listed on her Call Record Sheet.

The interviewer is required to make up to three calls at each
selected address if the respondent is not available or there is no
reply.

In Rural Areas

The interviewer locates her starting address and then calls at each
household along the prescribed route.

Each household is listed but only one call is usually -nade at each.
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Selection of Individual Within Household

The adults, 18 years of age and older, in each household are listed in order
of decreasing age, first the males and then the females. The respondent to
be interviewed is selected from the list using a random code printed on the
questionnaire.

The Kist Selection Grid was employed for selecting the respondent within the
household. The listing table contains a pattern of "x's" systematically in-
serted in the office prior to sending the questionnaire to the field. The
selection grid and the rules for using it are such that whatever the size of
the household, each eligible member within the household has an equal
probability of being selected.

Order of Presentation in the Questionnaire

To avoid any bias due to the order in which the questions were asked about
the two organizations - - the AECB and AECL, the questionnaire was produced
in two versions. One-half of the sample was asked about the AECB first and
the other half with the AECL first.

Also, the cards showing image items and the functions of the AECB were
produced with different versions that rotated the order in which items on
these cards were presented to respondents.

Supplemental Samples in New Brunswick and Saskatchewan

Assigning interviews in accordance with the population of each province
would yield less than 100 interviews in each of New Brunswick and
Saskatchewan. These two provinces are of particular interest since
extensive uranium mining occurs in Saskatchewan and the only nuclear power
facility outside of Ontario and Quebec is located in New Brunswick.

In each of these two provinces, therefore, additional starting points, over
and above those normally used on November Omnibus, were chosen -- five in
New Brunswick and four in Saskatchewan. These additional interviews are
used only when reporting results for New Brunswick and Saskatchewan. The
number of interviews obtained in the Omnibus sample (which is part of the
1,928 intervews) and in the special oversample is shown below:

Number of Interviews

OMNIBUS Over
Sample Sample Total

New Brunswick 56 50 106
Saskatchewan 69 40 109

The characteristics of the 1,928 Canadians who were interviewed on the
Omnibus sample are shown on page 36.
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Sampling Tolerance

The sampling tolerances that apply to the percentage results in this report
are given in the table below. This table shows the possible variation that
might be anticipated due to interviewing a sample rather than the entire
population under study.

For example, when thirty-five per cent of the total sample of 1,928 say that
they have heard of the AECB, chances are 95 in 100 this results would not
vary more than two per cent plus or minus if the entire population were
interviewed.

As indicated in the table below, the sampling tolerances vary with the size
of the sample and the size of the percentage results.

Approximate
Sampling Tolerances Applicable

To Percentage Results In ~his Report
Size of Sample
On Which Survey
Results are 3ased

1,928 interviews

1,500 interviews

1,000 interviews

500 interviews

200 interviews

100 interviews

50 interviews

Note: Sampling tolerances are estimated at the 95 in 100 confidence level.

10%
or 90%

1%

2%

2%

3%

4%

6%

8%

20%
or 80%

2%

2%

3%

4%

6%

8%

11%

30%
or 70%

2%

2%

3%

4%

5%

9%

13%

40%
or 60%

2%

3%

3%

4%

7%

10%

14%

50%

2%

3%

3%

4%

7%

10%

14%



CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE
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Number Per Cent

Canadian Public

Atlantic
Quebec
Ontario
Prairies
British Columbia

Male
Female

18 - 24 years of age
25 - 34 years
35 - 44 years
45 - 54 years
55 - 64 years
65 years and over

English
French

Under $15,000
$15,000 - $24,999
$25,000 - $39,999
$40,000 - $59,999
$60,000 and over

Less than high school
Completed high school
Some college or university
Graduated college/
university or higher

Rural - under 1,000 community
1,000 - 99,999
100,000 - 999,999
1 million and over

Professional & managerial
Sales/clerical
Service workers
Skilled and unskilled labour
Housewives
Students
Retired/unemployed

1928

161
510
676
348
233

950
978

239
514
337
224
270
337

1446
482

323
292
456
330
195

762
514
288

360

319
451
602
556

263
270
185
264
290
81
572

100%

8.4
26.5
35.1
18.0
12.1

49.3
50.7

12.4
26.7
17.5
11.6
14.0
17.5

75.0
25.0

16.8
15.1
23.7
17.1
10.1

39.5
26.7
14.9

18.7

16.5
23.4
31.2
28.8

13.6
14.0
9.6
13.7
15.0
4.2
29.7

Note: Percentages do not always add up to 100 as the "not reported" group
is not shown.
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COPY OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE



IMAGE SECTION

ASK RESPONDENTS 18 YEARS OF AGE AMD OVER

HAND RESPONDENT IMAGE SECTION CARD A

1. Here is a card showing chi names of two organizations. For the first name,

could you please cell me whether you have ever heard of the (READ THE FIRST NAME
LISTED) before or noc? RECORD AMSHER 3EL0W.
For Che second name, have you ever heard of che (READ THE SECOND NAME LISTE3)
before or noc? RECORD ANSWER BELOW.

Yea. I Have No. I Have Sot Noc Sure

Atonic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) 1

Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) 1

FOR EACH OF THE ORGANIZATION 17 RESPONDENT aAS HEARD OF IT ASK OS. 2 AMD 3.
2. Mould you say you Know a great deal, a fair amount, noc very auch or

practically nothing ac all about (READ THE NAME IF CIRCLED 'YES'
IN Q. 1). HAKE SURE YOU ASK THIS QUESTION ABOUT EACH NAME CIRCLED 'YES'
IN q. 1.

A A Noc Practically
Great Deal Fair Amount Very Much Nothing

Atomic Energy of

Canada Limited (AECL) 1 2 3 4

Atomic Energy
Control Board (AECB) 1 2 3 4

3. Do you think that _ ^ ^ ^ _ _ (READ THE NAME IF CIRCLED 'YES' IN Q. 1) is a
privace company, a federal government agency, a crown corporation or a
consumer action group?
CIRCLED 'YES' IN Q. 1.

Atonic Energy
of Canada Ltd. (AECL)

1
2
3
4
5

MAKE SURE YOU ASK THIS QUESTION ABOUT EACH NAME
RECORD UNDER APPROPRIATE NAME.

Atomic Energy

Control Board (AECB)

a private company
a federal government agency
a crown corporation
a consumer action group
Other ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

specify
Don't know/Not sure

One of these organizations is responsible for manufacturing and 9elling auclear
energy products and che other is responsible for regulating the nuclear Industry

in Canada. I don't want you to guess. If you don't know which is which,
.just cell me.
Vhicn one of these organizations regulaces che nuclear industry in Canada:
3EC0RD ONE ANSWER ONLY.

1 Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL)
Z Atomic Energy Control 3oard (AECB)
3 Don't know

TAKE 3ACK CARD A

5. (As you just said) The Atomic Energy Concrol Board is the federal government
agency responsible for concrolling che nuclear induscry in Canada. Even though
you may noc know ouch abouc ic, I'd like to gee your impressions about this
regulacory agency. HAND RESPONDENT IMAGE SECTION CARD C

Which of che stacemflncs an chis card besc describes your overall opinion abouc the
AComic Energy Concrol Board and its concrol work?

1 Very favourable

I Moscly favourable
3 Half and half
4 Moscly unfavourable

For Office jse "inly 5 V e r? unfavourable
-eiscration lo ^ So ^Pinion

I TAKE BACK CARD C-£C.'SEC-:O-

33097



IMAGE SECTION

ASK RESPONDENTS 18 YEARS OF AGE AND OVER

HAND RESPONDENT IMAGE SECTION CASS 3

1. Here Is a card showing che names of two organisations. For che first name,

could you please cell n wh«ch«r you have ever heard of che (READ THE HRST SAKE
LISTED) before or not? RECORD ANSWER 3EL0W.
?or thi 3«cood name, have you «v«r heard of Che (READ THE SECOND MAKE •.IS~3)
before or HOC? RECORD ANSWER 3ELOW.

Yes. I Have So. I Have Mot Not 3ur-

Atomic Energy Control 3oard (AEC3)

Atomic Energy of Canada Lialctd (A£CL)

1

FOR EACH OF THE ORGANIZATION IF RESPONDENT HAS HEAgP OF IT ASX 3S. 2
2* Would you say you k.now a great acai, a :air amount, not very aucn or

practleilly nothing at all about (READ THE SAME IF CIRCLED 'YES'
IN Q. L). MAKE SURE YOU ASK THIS quESTION ABOUT SACK VAME CIRCLED 'YES'
IN Q. I.

A A 'loc Practicallv
Sreac 3eal ?alr .\iaounc Vei.-̂  *.ucn '.oching

Atonic Energy
Control 3oard (AEC3)

Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited (AECL)

3. Do you think thae (READ THE SAME 1? CIRCLED 'YES' IN Q. 1) is a
private company, a federal government agency, a crown corporation or a
conauMr action group? MAKE SURE YOU ASK THIS QUESTION A30UT EACH SAKE
CIRCLED 'YES1 IN q. 1. RECORD UNDER APPROPRIATE SAME.

Atomic Energy
Control Board (AEC3)

1
2
:
A
5

Acooic Energy
of Canada ".td. (AEC.)

a private conpany
a federal government agency
t crovn corporation
a conaumer action group
Other _ ^ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ _

specify
Don'c icnow/Not sure

One of these organizations is responsible for unufacturing and selling nuclear
energy products and the other is responalble far regulacing :he nuclear tnduscry
in Canada* I don'c want you co gucsg« If you don's know vnich Li which,
just cell ae.
'•>hich on* at these organizations regulates :.-.e -.uclear ;r.auscrv :r. :jnada."
RECORD OWE ANSWER 3NLY.

AComiC energy - a n c r o i 3oard 'AEC3)
Atooic Energy of Canada Li.ai.ted .AECL
Don't Know

TAKE 3ACK CARD 3

^As you jusc s a i d ) The ACoraic iaergy Control 3oara i s tr.e :eGer.ii ^ a v e n a
agency r e s p o n s i b l e for c o n t r o l l i n g the nuc lear industry :r, Canada. tven
you aay noc icnaw auch about Lt, I'd l i k e co ge t your Laoress ions adouc t.".
regulatory agency. HAND RESPONDENT IMAGE SECTION CARD C

Which af Che s ta tements on ch i s card bes t d e s c r i b e s vour o v e r a l l op in ion
the. Atomic Energy Control 3oard and i t s c o n t r o l vorlt?

-'erv iavoursoie
Mostly r'avouraoie
:̂ aif and lalf

For Office 'Jse >i iv

-EC/SEC-:O-
;3097

'•'o opinion

TAKE 3ACK Z.\RC



HAND RESPONDENT MAGE SECTION CARD D

6. Here is a list of things chat a federal agency responsible for regulation of
nuclear materials might b« engaged in. Uould you please look through this li.sc
and cell at which four or five you chink would be che nose important jobs of an
agency like this one. Why don't you read through Che list first and Chen go
through it again and cell me which four or five you chink are most important.
Just give me the numbers from the card. CIRCLE FOUR OR FIVE ANSWERS.

1 Setting regulations for handling and
shipping of nuclear materials.

2 Examining applications and issuing licences
for chose involved in Che nuclear industry.

3 Performing safety inspections at nuclear work sites.

4 Enforcing health, safecy, and security requirements chat ic
imposes on the nuclear Industry in order to procect the public.

3 Answering enquiries and providing information material.

6 Ensuring the safe storage of nuclear waste.

7 Allowing the public to have a say in setting
health and safety standards.

5 Safeguarding the health of workers in the nuclear industry.

9 Setting regulations and standards for the

safe operation of Che nuclear industry.

10 Having experts on hand to investigate nuclear incidents.

11 Consulting the public before licensing large nuclear
facilities such as nuclear power plants.

12 Ensuring that radioactive materials exported by
Canada are used only for peaceful purposes.

13 Protecting the public froa the possible
hazard* of nuclear contamination.

14 Informing the public about nuclear safety and protection issues.

15 Controlling the import of radioactive materials.

16 Setting training and serforaance standards for workers

in che nuclear industry Co minimize human error.

<)9 ;1ONE PICKED.

TAKE 3ACK CARD 0

Are chere -"ny aspects or controlling the nuclear Industry in Canada on unich
you feel che Atomic Energy Control 3oard should be doing a better joo Chan vhac
they are doing now. PROBE: Anything else? Can you explain ;hac a ait aore.'

J .'JO, I CAW'? THINK OF ANYTHING MORE THEY SHOULD SE 30IIIG.



3AND RESPONDENT VMGZ SECTION CARD S

S. Hera is a list of things both favourable and unfavourable that sight ba 3aid
about ciie federal auciear regalacary ageac/ <noua *s r.ie Atomic laergy ZOBZTSI
3oa,rd. Please look aver Che liac quickly so that you are familiar wich the icind
of statements on it. ALLOW TIME TO READ THE '.1ST.

Mow read through chi Use and every cloe you com* :o a seacemenc chac fits /our
id*ai or ispresiiona of :he AComic In«rgy Concrol 3oard, Jusc tsll ae :tie -lunoer
beaide i.c« You aay pick as 3any or as few as /ou like ... /ou Ion1" nave to 2e
certain, ju«c pick all Che scaceaancs /ou :hink fie the Atomic energy Control
3o*rd. CIRCLE ALL MENTIONS. MAKE SURE RESPONDENT GIVES fOU THE MUMBES 3ES1DE
THE STATEMENTS HE/SHE CHOOSES FSOH THE CARD.

1 Aces In the b u t interests of all Canadians

2 3aa :he axperzlse :o deal -Jich a very :omoiex technolo^

2 Juac a "front" organiracion ulchouc real power

4 Sees high standards :or public saietT

5 Provides reliable ioformaclon

6 In bed ulch Che indusery It is supposed ts regulate

7 Employs highly skilled scientists and engineers

3 Is receptive to the public's conmenC3 and suggestions

9 Hide* che facts about nuclear dangers

10 Takes ics responsibility for regulating che auciear industry seriously

11 Helps Co reduce the risk of a nuclear accident

12 Understands people's concerns

13 Not Independent enough

i^» Performs an important and vorthvhile task

15 You can believe what lc says

16 Fails Co keep up-co—dace with developments in the industry

." Has a good repucacion nacionaiiy m a ..icernacionaxiv-

13 'Jot cougn enougn in reguiacing the nucisar i.naustrv

19 Maxes Lc zoo easy to gee i licence

20 Never hear such about it

-1 Makes i lot ii effort to procecc the environment

-2 'Veil nanaged

99 1CNE PICXSD



SECTIOH SUR L"IMAGE

DEHATOEZ APX HEfOHDAaTS DE 18 AHS ET PLUS

RESETTEZ AD REPOBDAHT LA CARTE "A" DE LA SECTIOH SOT L'IMAGE

1. Voici tine carts od. aont inacrits lea aona do dear organianea. Pour la premier nom,
pourriez-voua ma dire si vous avez deja entendu parler de (LI5EZ LE PFEMISR 50M DE
LA LISTS)? 2HCEHCLEZ U REF0H5E CI-DESSOBS.

Pour 1« dauzieae S O B , aves-voua deja entendu parler de (LISSZ LE 3EUXZSME BOM DE LA
LISTE)? EBCEHCLEZ U 3EP0BSE CI-DESSOHS.

Oui Son Pas aur

Snergie atomique du Canada Limitee (EACL) 1 2 3

Commission da contrdle de l 'Snergie atomique (CCEA) 1 2 3

POSEZ LES qPESTIOHS 2 ST 3 ?OOB CHACUB 3ES OHCABISMES DOMT LE REPOHPAm A SHTSroP PABLS5.
2. Dirxez-voua qua voua aavaz baaucoup de choeea, pas ioal de chosea, pas beaucoup ou

praaqu* r ien au aujet de (LISEZ LE SOH SI "OUI" A BTB SIfCEHCLE A LA 9 . 1 . ) .
ASSUEEZ-70DS DE POSE8 CET*S <jUSSTIOJT POCS CHAQUE .TOJf ?OUE LEOUEI. "OOI" A 3TE
•3TCEBCLE A LA 0 . 1 .

3eaucoup ?aa s a l ?B3 oeaueoup ?reaque r ien

Snergie atomique du Canada Limitee (EACL) 1 2 ? 4

Commission de coatrSle da
1'energie atomique (CCEA) 1 2 3 *

3. D'aprfa roua, eat-c« qua . ^ ^ _ _ _ _ (LISE2 LE SOU SI "OUI" A 3TE ElfCEHCLE A LA Q.I . )
eat una coopagnie privaa, una agenee du gouvememeot f edera l , una aoe ie te de l a
couronne ou une as soc ia t ion do conaommateurs? ASS0EE2-7DUS DE POSER C2TTS QUESTION
PODH CHAQDE HOM POOR LEQUEL "ODI" A ETE EHCERCLE A LA Q.I. SBCERCLEZ LA HEPOHSE
S005 LE XOH APPBOPEIE.

Snergie atomique du
Canada Limitee (3ACL)

1
2
3
4
5
9

Cne compagnie prives
Una agence du gouvernement federal
Una aocietS de la couronne

tine aaaociatlon da aonaonmataura

Autre _ _ ^ _ _ ^
S» aait paa/paa aur

Coomiasion de controls de
i'anergi° atonique (CCSA)

1
2
3
&
5
9

L'un de oes orgaaiamea aat reaponsable de la fabrication et de la vente dea
produita de 1'snergie aucleaire at I'autrs sat charge de reglementer 1'Industrie
lucllaire au Canada.

Laquel ie cea ieui crganiamea raglementa l'iadu3Trie nucleaire au ?anada? Je -e
voua demande pas de devxner; 3i voua ae le aavez rao. dires-Ie aoi. 3JCEBCLEZ 'J3E
SEULE HEPOBSE.

1 Snergie atomique du Canada looitae (EACL)
2 Commission de contnSle de l'lnergie atomique (CCEA)
3 Se 3ait naa

HEPP.EHEZ LA CARTE "A"

5. (Comae vous venes de le dire) La Commiaaion de ^ontrole de 1"Snergie atomique es t
I 'agesce du goureraement federal qui »at chargee de reglementer I ' induatr ie
auoleaire au Canada. MSme s i vous - ' a t B E pas trea renaeigne a son aujet ,
J'aineraia oonnaitre vos impreaaioss de oet te agence de regieoentat ioa . RSM.'Ti2
AO HEPOSPAIIT LA CAHTE "C BE LA SECTIOK SHR L'lKAGE.

Parai Ie3 9nonoe3 aur c e t t a carta, lequeJ. deor i t i e a i e u i -/orre opimoa globale ie
li Commission ie -ontrole de I 'energie atomique ?t de son -ravail ie reglsmeniatior.?

Heaerve a 1'qsage iu bureau
:io i' saregistreoenc
AEC/SEO-20-
D3097

1 ?res favorable
2 Plutot favorable
1 .'foitil aoitie
.; Plutot defavorable
" Trea defavorable
5 Sana opinion

HEPRE3TEZ 1A ?Ai!TE """ Q



SEC7I0S StJS L'TXAGS

3SKAHIIE2 AUX SBPOirDAHTS SB 15 AflS 5T PLUS

2EMETTEZ ACT HEPO.TDAHT LA lAHTE "3" 22 LA SECTIOS SU3 ITXAGS

1. Toiei un« sart t ou aont iaacrita lea loos ie deux arganiaaes. Pour le premier aom.
Tjourrias-voua ae dire s i TOUS svez ie ja eatendu parlar ie i:SZZ L5 ?5SBIZB TOW -H
LA LISTS)? 2NC2HCL2Z LA HEPOHSE :i-DESSCCS.

Pour la detixiaae aom, aves-Toua deja antendu parler ia 'LIS5Z IS DEUXlfME TOW 35 LA
LISTS)? 2BC22C1SZ LA 2EP0HSE 3I-DBSSODS.

Oui Son ?aa 3ur

Cooalaaion da control* da l'Snargia atomlqua 'CCSA) 1 2 1

S&argia atooiqua du Canada Liaitaa C3ACL) 1 2 3

P0SE2 LBS gUBSTIOHS 2 3T 3 P001 CHACOH DES 3HCAMISMES 30HT L3 SSPOHPAir A 3TTSTOn P.UJLS5.
2. Dirla2-7oua qua Toua aa7az baaucoup ia cnoaeflf pas sa l ia cnoses, pas beaucoup ou

preaaua risn au sujet da _^_^_ (LISEZ L2 TOM SI "IJTZ" A fT2 -JTCESClf A LA 5.1 . ) •
ASSiiHEZ-rons : E ?CSEE CSTTB JUESTIOJT POOR JHAOOE MOH ?otm ITOCEL "oni" A &TE

•ECSHCli .1 LA 3 . 1 .

3eaueouo Pas "»i ?aa aaaueaua Preaoue n e s

Camniaaion da controls da
l'anargia atamiqu* (OCSA) 1 2 7 1
Ssargia atsniqua du Caaada Lialtaa (2ACL/ 1 2 7 1

3. 3'spr»« voua, ««t-ca qua ( L i s a LE .TOM SI "001* A 2TS 2ICSRCLE 1 LA 3 . 1 . )
eat une csmpagnia privia, una agsnca ia gauTarsanent fSderal. us* aocieta ia la
eouroane ou una aaaociatloa de saasommataura? ASSCE2S-70I7S DE POSEH C?TT2 StTESTIOS
POOH CaWUE JOK POOH L28DBL "OtTf A 3T3 -ICSECLS I LA 0 . 1 . 3HC2HCL2Z U 3EK5SSE
SOUS L2 JOM APPHOFHIS.

Coaniaaion da controla da laergie atomique iu
1'enargia atoaiaua (JCSA; g»n«r<» ''.••n-i-iae '3ACL'

1 Une oonpagcie -:riv«a 1
2 Una agaace iu .rouvurnenent federal 2
3 Une 3ociata :a la couronae 7
& Use associat-.ca da sosaamaateura <*
5 Autrs 5
9 ! • 3«a" aaa/paa sur ?

A. L''jn da oea organiamea eat responaabls da la fsbrioatisa 9t do la vente dea
produits de 1'laergie aucleaire «t 1'autre ?st charge de rsgiacemar 1'Industrie
r.ucleairs au Janada.

lequel ia ces iaux crganisnea re^lemante I'i^d'-isma -ucleaire zu 7acada? Je zs
paa de ievraer: 3i voua 2e '_s :avei :as, i i t e a - l e 301. LZTCSHCLZZ 7TTE

3EL12 ?.EPOSSE.

1 Conmiaaioa de contrale ie l '?asr?ia
2 faergie atomique du Tanads l l a i t e e 'tkCL'.
~ .la sa i t paa

CAHTS "?"

5. JComme voua -/ones ie la i i r e i La Conmiaaxsa is ;oarrila •<? 1'Snergie =tomique ?st
1'agenee du gouveraeaect fsderal cui iat :har?ee ie r»?i9sentar I'laduaxrie
aucleaire au Caaada. Meae 31 voua 2'5ta3 :as rres rensei^ne 3 son 3u;et.
^'aiaarala connaitre TOB lapraaaiona :e certe agence ie re^iementation. P.SHETTT-
Ag REFOHCAJIT LA :AP.T5 "T" JS LA .SSCTTSS cOT L'JtACE.

Parni lea enoacea aur cette carte, laquei i e c r i t ".a 33-eux .-otrra cpimcn ^icbale :e
'.a rojufliisaioa ie :or?*-*le i e I'aaergie atomique -?t is =on Travail :e 79^1enearatic

1 Trea favorable
; Plutot favoraole
; % i t i e 3oiTi»

reserve i 1' :aage -iu bureau - Plutct i i favoraois
N'o -. ^nregiatreaeat = 7-sa iet'avoracle
.\£C/SZC-Z1- j Zana jp iaun



BEMETTE2 AH HEFOHDAST LA CASTE "S" PS LA SECTIOfl SUB I'IMAGE

S. Voici uae lists das chosea que pourrait faire une agence federale eharjee de la
reglenentation das matierea auelaairea. Pourriez-voua eonsulter cette liate et as
nomnor las quatre ou einq taehee qui voua sambleat las plua importantea pour m e
agence de ee genre? Ja voua suggere de lira la liata en ansier -one premiere foi3
puis da la ralira en me nomnant laa quatre ou cinq taahes qui voua semblent lea
plua laportastea. Doanez-moi aimplenent lea numeroa da la sarte. 2KCE3CLSZ qiTA
OD CUQ HKPOBSBS.

1 Stablir Zes Mglanauts ooncarnant la manipulation at 1'expedition iea aatierea
suslaairas.

2 Studisr laa daoandaa da psnsis at dslirrar laa permis auz estrspriaes reliees
a l'iadustria nuclaairs.

3 Sffactuer dea inapeetiona da 3aeurite aur lea lieux ie travail de i'Industrie
nuclaaira.

i Faire respecter lea conditions da sante, de afiretS et ie 3ecurite ou'elle
ijnpoaa a 1'induatrie auoleaire en vue da proteger la population.

5 Hepondre aui demandes da renaeignamenta et fournir la documentation aecesaaire.

5 lasursr 1'entrapoeage aecuritaira dea daohata nueleairea.

7 Fermattre a la population d'ezprimar son point da vue concernant lea normea de
sante et it aacurite.

3 Protagar la aantS das travaillaum de 1'Industrie nucleaire.

9 Stablir lea ragleaasts at laa noxnaa pour 1'exploitation seeuritaire de
1'induatria nuclaaira.

10 Disposer de apocialistes pour anquetar lors d'incidents nucleairas.

11 Conaultar la population avant da delirrer us peroia I d'importantcs
Installation nucleairea tellas que dea sentralas nucleairea.

12 S'asaurar quo las matiarea radioactivea exporteea par le Canada ae aervent
qu'a daa fins pacifiques.

1? Froteger la population das riaques possibles de contamination nucleaire.

14 Benaaigner la population sur lea questions relativea a la protection et a la
securita nucleaires.

15 ContrSler 1'inportation dea aatieres radioactives.

16 Stablir dea aoraes ie rendement BZ ie formation pour lea travailleurs ie
1'Industrie luoieaira ai'in de ainiaiser lea risques i'arreur humaina.

99 S'3H A CHOISI AOCUH

LA JARTE "D"

»• a-t-il certains points de la reglementation ie 1'Industrie aucleaire au Canada
auzquels vous croyez que la Comiaiaaion de controle de 1'energie atomique pourrait
38 sonaacrer davantage? 30HDEZ: ? a-t-ii d'autrea point3? ?ouvez-vous eipliquer
cela davastage?

:ION. :rE ?EUSB ?AS WSLLE POUHEAIT ?AIHE DAVANTAOS.



All HEPOHEAaT LA CASTS '3" 3B U SZCTIOK STO I'r

3. 7cicl ana l i s t s da raaarquaa ausai blan favorablea qua dafavorables qua 1'oa
pourrait fairs au aujat da l'agance federala da regianantation auciesira comma
sous la aoo da Comaiaaion da sontro'la da 1'enargie atomiqua. V'auillas Jeter an
soup d'oail rapide i la l iata »fta da -roir da quel typs d'inoneaa i i a'aglt.
LAISSE2 Ad SEPOHDAOT LS CTIPS DE LI3E U LISTS.

i i s«s aalataoast la Xiata «n «cti»r at cbaqua f3la qua voua liraz n̂ Snonci qui
oorrtapond i votra opinion ou » votra iapraaaios da la Commission da contrfls de
1'Snargia atooiqua, rauillai aa dira la aunaro da :ot scones. 7oua pouvaz m
cholslr sutast ou suaai pau 3ua TOUS la -oulez... 7oua s'avac pns j ?tr« :artais
chsiaxaaac aisplaaaa? tout l»m ioaacaa qui, d'tpraa voua, a appiiquant i La
Conalaaiac da ooatrfl* da l'inargla atoalqu*. SSCSSCLZZ T7C7SS '-2S XETTrC5S.
ASSUHSZ-TOUS ;ira LB/LA SEPOTOAOT/S TODS xsme 12 .TOMEHO .ICCSABT A ;CTS ;SS iiioNC
an':i/2LL2 CKOISIT SDB U CASTS.

1 Slla a«lt daoa 1'iaiarat i» :oua las ranadiena

2 31ia poaaad* la eospatanc* saeaaaalra pour s'occupar d'un* tachsologia trea

7 311a a'eat i u ' a organxan* "da fa<;ada" a ana pouvoir rssl

~ 211a atabl i : daa aoraae alavaaa pour la sacurita da la population

5 311a fouralt daa ranaalgnaaanta flablaa

a Slla *at da sonnlTaiiea arae l ' iaduatrit qu'alla aat sanaa* raglamantar

7 311a «ng»ga daa aclaatlfiquaa at daa iaginiaura hautanant coapatanta

3 Slla pr4ta uaa orvilla attantiva aux rvaarquas at auggaatioca du public

9 Slla cacie laa f«i:a ssncarsaat laa dangara auclaairsa

10 Slla prand IU sariaui M raapoaaabllita da raglaoastar 1'iadustrla nuclaaira

11 Zlla aida a raduira laa riaquaa d'icoiatnc audeaire

12 Slla cofflprand laa praoccupationa da la population

17 Slla a'sat paa asaec iadapandasta

11 Slla acoonplit una tleha louabls «t ioportaate

15 Oa peut crsira :a qu'alla dit

IS Slla aa as t iast paa au sauraat daa d$Taloppamenta da 1'isduatria

i l i a ;ouit d'me ioane reputation au ranada ^t 3 l'5traiu?er

13 211 a :'«at ;aa asaaz atnota iana la rsgiaoentation de 1'Industrie r.ucleaire

19 Slla accarde laa paraia Trap facilamant

20 On a'an antaad paa baauesnp parlar

21 i l i a a' ifTorca Traiaant ia protaiyar 1' envaroaaaoant

22 £118 aat bian ^eree
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